emigration, a revival of the nineteenth century migrations, was of Gastarbeiter migrants, mostly to Germany, which was encouraged by socialist Yugoslavia from the 1960s.
Brunnbauer finds that internal emigration was a common feature of Balkan life, but that the overseas emigration from the Balkans was mainly a phenomenon of the last three decades before First World War, with the US being the main destination.
Several factors contributed to this exodus: an intensifying agricultural crisis, and lack of industrialization, increasing population growth and the lowering of costs of transAtlantic journeys. Between 1876 and 1910, 1.5 million people emigrated from Austria-Hungary to the US. These were mostly illiterate emigrants, unlike earlier ones from Germany, Britain and Scandinavia. The destinations were Ohio, Illinois and Pennsylvania. Early immigrants encouraged later ones to join them. Most of the Balkan emigrants were young men without wives and children. With the rapidly increasing number of travellers, steamship companies boomed. A line from Bremen transported 60,000 to 80,000 passengers a year on journeys of only 7-8 days to New York. The companies started recruiting in Europe.
For Munro's emigrant subjects, most were forced due to the hostilities, and often terrible suffering, in the republics of former-Yugoslavia during the 1990s, particularly those from Bosnia, Croatia, Kosovo (though theses get little mention) and Serbia. She found that many from Serbia expected a welcome in Britain due to the historic ties from as far back as the First World War; but found instead that they were stigmatized as 'the baddies' of the wars of the 1990s, several feeling it necessary to hide their origin and claim to be Yugoslav. This was also the choice of those who opposed the Serbian policies under Milošević. Serbs already settled in the UK worked hard to dispel the bad name that Serbs earned through the 1990s. Statistics in the UK were not strictly kept concerning which former Federal Republic of Yugoslavia these new emigrants came from, although the Slovenian Embassy required by law that its diaspora members register there; thus Munro is able to state that at the time of writing there were 530 permanent Slovenian residents and approximately 3,000 less permanent, many students. Of her respondent group, which she states were 'on the whole' highly educated, 20% claimed to be Yugoslav, 24% Serb, 22% Croatian and only 7% Kosovar (but in noting where she advertised to attract participants in the study, although she lists churches, she does not list mosques. Kosovars were 90% Muslim) Where numbers of Serbs are given, these could be from any of the former nuanced experiences, though one stands out: she refers several times to Vesna Goldsworthy's Chernobyl Strawberries (2005) . Munro admits that in her call for participants in her project, she had (inadvertently?) framed it in such a way that in fact it would not be of interest to Kosovar Albanians, and thus she has very little input from this quite large population in the UK.
This author gives her explanation for the use of the word transnationalism, claiming that it was introduced into main lexicons of migration scholarship in the 1990s, as a concept broadly referring to a social process in which migrants establish social fields that cross geographic, cultural and political borders, though she admits that most of her respondents did not use the term.
Munro also discusses the various attitudes of those left at home to the emigres: some are impressed by their wealth and contributions to the families in the place of origin, while others feel disdain or even animosity that the emigres didn't take their part in the conflicts from which they fled. Munro also found that those who claimed Yugoslav nationality were more easily accepted in the UK than if they claimed to be Serb, Croatian, Bosnian, etc., on the grounds that Yugoslavia no longer existed.
Bosnians, as the most divided of the Federal Republics, have the hardest time to mix with former-Yugoslavs; as one interviewee said: 'they can't all have been army cooks!' But all emigrant interviewees expressed guilt to some degree, towards their children, for forcing them away from their homes, families and friends and uprooting their lives; and towards their parents whom they left behind. Some found the terms 'migrant' and 'refugee' to be disparaging. Muslims left 'Southern Serbia' (mainly Kosovo) for Turkey with exemption from an emigration fee (the author does not indicate any greater pressure on these emigrants, other than to mention that they were not permitted to return-the usual explanation describes much greater force placed on these Muslims). These emigrants were replaced by 22,000 Serbian families settled (half of them in Kosovo). In 1925 the captain of the district of Bitola in Macedonia stopped issuing passports to local Slavs since, he argued, they were using them to travel to Bulgaria and joining anti-Yugoslav organizations. Between 1918 and 1930, emigrants sent to Yugoslavia between $13 and $20 million annually, but after 1930 this declined due to the economic depression.
It was during this period also that ethno-national associations developed and grew.
A chapter is devoted to Emigration during the Communist era. In 1958 the 
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